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Foreword

This book is the result of an extended period of research and creative work that has 
consumed me during the last eight years. It may be initially difficult to categorize a 
definitive focus discipline that the investigations revealed within this book are wholly 
aligned to: methods for analysis taken from semiotics, music theory, acoustics and 
computer science are paired with architectonic form generation strategies, data visu-
alization methods and electro-acoustic sound spatialization techniques. The investi-
gations partake then in what may be dryly referred to as both “scientific” and “artistic” 
methodologies, though in my opinion, such labels tend to hamper and constrain what 
the end goal of the approaches used in this book are—that of enabling new ways of 
what I nominate as an approach to spatial thinking. The book then is as much a do-
cument of various types of research methods used to address particular questions 
on the nature of sound design in the Japanese garden, as it is an invitation towards 
recognizing the potential of the nexus between the scientific and artistic as a rich 
area for interdisciplinary work. The Japanese garden is of course an important and 
central feature of this book, but rather than only providing a purely historical account 
of Japanese garden design or garden aesthetics, the garden is positioned as a spatial 
exemplar for which a number of interrogations of this exemplar are carried out using 
a diverse series of critical, conceptual and artistic frameworks. Thus the goal of this 
book is to enable the analysis, project work and ways of thinking through the procli-
vities of Japanese garden design to be both standalone investigations as well as, when 
examined as a whole, representative of the larger framing of spatial thinking as an 
enabling methodology for critical and artistic inquiry.
 The first chapter deals with the Japanese garden as an historical object by 
tracing an arc that covers its early appearance in Japan as essentially a Chinese copy 
through to its development into the early twentieth-century. By positioning the gar-
den within a larger aesthetic context of the arts of Japan, particular qualities and de-
sign techniques are investigated as they relate to the deeper function and context that 
Japanese gardens arise from. There is of course much extant scholarship regarding the 
history of the Japanese garden and Japanese art aesthetics. Rather than attempting to 
recapture what is already within the discourse, I use current research and knowledge 
as a way to frame what this book seeks to do differently, that of examining the under-
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investigated nature of the auditory qualities of Japanese garden design as an impor-
tant element in creating particularly balanced experiences for visitors.
 This first chapter then, as an introduction to Japanese garden aesthetics, 
serves as a basis for the rest of the book, though I use the second chapter as a means 
to explore the direct relationship that the American composer John Cage had to the 
Japanese garden. I’ve been deeply involved in research into Cage’s compositions, per-
formance practice, and musical aesthetics, though explore in chapter two one parti-
cular graphic music composition called Ryoanji—a musical work based on a Japanese 
garden. I examine Ryoanji in relation to Cage’s reading and experiences of the famous 
Zen garden of the same name in Kyoto as well as highlight how a common ground 
can be found between Cage’s aesthetics and those forces and influences at play within 
the garden design at the temple. Cage’s musical work is particularly important for the 
later investigations undertaken within the book because it represents a type of model 
or paradigm. Cage essentially translated the garden into a musical score, and it is this 
strategy and conceptualization of the Japanese garden—as an object whose internal 
structural relationships might be expressed in various media—that I take as an invi-
tation for developing my own creative works.
 But in order to initiate such strategies for what Majorie Siegel would nomi-
nate as the transmediation of the Japanese garden into other media, the third chapter 
is firstly concerned with utilizing various methodologies that may assist in revealing 
those deeper traits regarding the auditory qualities and acoustic properties of Japane-
se garden design. As such, I introduce various approaches to understanding auditory 
encounters within Japanese garden design by using, for example, the lens and metho-
dological approach of the discipline of acoustic ecology, the visualization technique 
of the Greimas semiotic square, and the mathematical constructs of Formal Con-
cept Analysis. Some of the work that forms the basis of this chapter, I have explored 
previously,1 though it is synthesized here to form part of a many-layered interrogative 
strategy for generating spatial information from the Japanese garden. The goal then 
of the chapter is the collection and analysis of data in order that it may both reveal 
deeper spatial proclivities, which can in turn point to the nature of Japanese garden 
design as a multi-sensory approach to composition, while additionally providing sui-
table spatial information for usurpations in creative and artistic transmediations in 
the following chapter. 
 The fourth chapter then is an exploration of the possibilities of taking the 
analysis, database of raw spatial information, and insights of the previous chapter for 
use in a number of artistic projects. This chapter introduces and explores a range of 
multi-channel sound installation projects that are co-paired to a number of architec-

1  See in particular: “Hearing a shakkei: the semiotics of the audible in a Japanese stroll 
garden,” Semiotica 197 (October 2013): 101-117, “The taxonomy of a Japanese stroll 
garden: an ontological investigation using Formal Concept Analysis,” Axiomathes 23/1 
(March 2013): 43-59, “Towards an urban soundscaping,” in Nathalie Bredella and Chris 
Dähne, eds., Infrastrukturen des rbanen: Soundscapes, Netscapes, Landscapes im kine-
matischen Raum, 35-57 (Bielefeld: Transcript, 2013).

U
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tonic modeling projects through the common usurpation of particular Japanese gar-
dens and the analysis of them carried out in the previous chapter. As such, this chap-
ter seeks to continue Cage’s Ryoanji precedent by attempting to extend, manipulate 
and ultimately transform the approach and perceived constraints of Cage’s original 
musical framework and musical context. Some of this chapter is also based on previ-
ous work,2 though is bought to light in this chapter as a fundamental element of ex-
ploring how the Japanese garden might be re-represented or re-tooled for adaptations 
in other media. While this chapter seeks not to embrace technical or mathematical 
means purely for the disposal of the analytical methods themselves, but rather as an 
aid to delving deeper into the abstract relationship between emergent spatial and ar-
tistic forms and the Japanese garden as a spatial database, it does partake somewhat 
in the language of mathematics as a means to objectively describe the approaches 
being used. In particular, I outline my use of Voronoi tessellation methods for multi-
channel electro-acoustic sound spatialization strategies, musical set theory for pitch 
extraction from soundscape recordings of Japanese gardens, NURBS (Non-uniform 
Rational B-Spline) modeling strategies for architectonic form finding, Cellular Auto-
matons for controlling digital sound engines and rule-based algorithms used to gene-
rated virtual garden spaces. But the use of mathematical abstractions and formulaic 
descriptions are intended as a foil, and indeed as an aid, to the artistic project work of 
the chapter which is primarily centered on questions of how might the spatial audito-
ry qualities of Japanese garden design be re-represented in other forms and through 
other visual languages. 
 As a reflection on the entire methodology presented in the book, I present 
in the final chapter the deeper context, catalysts and impetus that initiated the work 
discussed throughout. The analysis, tactics and products of the book are presented 
then as the methodologies use to enact the idea of spatial thinking. But as a means to 
further contextualize the framework of the notion of spatial thinking as an approach 
that seeks to forge a closer or more intimate nexus between theory and praxis, I also 
introduce a number of framing terms and concepts. These terms are drawn from the 
ancient Greek notions of technê (the art of making) and epistemê (the theoretical 
knowledge of making). I thus contextualize the work presented in the book as an 
approach that seeks to synthesize both analytic (or scientific) and creative (artistic) 
adaptations of spatial information from the Japanese garden. I frame the products and 
methodologies of spatial thinking then as necessarily interdisciplinary inquiries that 
have sought to blur the boundaries between the formal and the creative and the sci-
entific and the artistic through various research methods, conceptions and attitudes. 

2 “Sound, aurality and critical listening: disruptions at the boundaries of architecture.” 
Architecture and Culture 1/1 (November 2013): 159-178, “Appropriating an architectural 
design tool for musical ends,” Digital Creativity 22/4 (January 2012): 275-287, “Transme-
diating a Japanese garden through spatial sound design,” Leonardo Music Journal 21 (De-
cember 2011): 41-49, “Mapping sound-space: the Japanese garden as auditory model,” Ar-
chitectural Research Quarterly 14/1 (March 2010): 63-70, “Shin-Ryoanji: a digital garden,” 
Soundscape, The journal of Acoustic Ecology 8/1 (Fall/Winter 2008): 33-36.
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In this sense, the Japanese garden represents perhaps both an object of fluidity and 
a document of an unchanging history. Of course as a catalyst for artistic expression 
it remains an extremely valuable one that Cage and many other Japanese and Wes-
tern artists, architects and designers have also recognized and identified. But what is 
perhaps the Japanese garden’s greatest strength is the fact that it can be both identified 
as an historical object fixed in its spatial predilections as well as a fluid object that is 
malleable enough to enable adaptations, re-representations and transmediations to 
flow from its center ever outwards across centuries, countries, cultures and artforms. 
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Japanese Garden Aesthetics
An Introduction

If the bouquets, the objects, the trees, the faces, the 
gardens, and the texts—if the things and manners of 
Japan seem diminutive to us [. . .] this is not by reason 
of their size, it is because every object every gesture, 
even the most free, the most mobile, seems framed. 
ROLAND BARTHES, EMPIRE OF SIGNS, 42.

THE GARDEN AS SPATIAL PARADIGM

Traditional Japanese gardens have been of a profound influence in contemporary gar-
den design throughout modern Japan, as well as a common reference point for Wes-
tern architectural design aesthetics1. They have been recognized as an embodiment 
of a number of cultural predilections, mapped out and created as a physical mani-
festation of form through a highly ordered and considered, yet completely natural 
looking collection of landscape elements and architectonic features. As such, they are 
universally prized for their unique incorporation of sound events, textures, asymme-
tric geometry, and the methods to which they involve the visitor in the exploration 
of a site as a utopian landscape. But having existed in Japan since at least the fifth 
century CE they are also highly diverse in terms of form, size and function, and range 
from small dry landscapes of raked gravel with a few features rocks located within 
the confines of Buddhist temples, large expansive pond gardens originally used for 
boating and courtly entertainment of the aristocracy, to intimate and unadorned tea 
gardens used to generate complementary atmospherics for chanoyu or the Japanese 
tea ceremony. But in spite of their large diversity across sites and eras, they are, as 
Livio Sacchi explains: 

1     Andrew Wilson, Influential Gardeners: The Designers who Shaped 20th-Century Gar-
den Style (London: Mitchell Beazley/Octopus Publishing, 2002).
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“The expression of mono aware, man in tune with nature, and at the same time the 
supreme representation of nature itself. [The Japanese garden] must have no trace 
of artificial elements. This naturally, makes it extremely artificial, but it doesn’t 
matter, the garden is a representation of an abstract idealized nature, a sort of ori-
ginal earthly paradise or pre-figuration of heavenly paradise.”2 

Notions regarding the Japanese garden as untouched, or as an origin of the natu-
ral world, are further emphasized through the notion that a garden should contain 
the essence of sabi, or that that brings a rustic, yearning, “numbness, chilliness [or] 
obscurity”3 to the viewer. For larger stroll type gardens, this is balanced with the na-
ture of water to bring sounds and life to the garden through ornamental koi (carp), 
turtles and birds that inhabit lakes and ponds, often in seasonal fluctuations of ac-
tivity. The creation of distant miniaturized landscapes through the use of dwarfed 
pines, sculptured shrubs and blue-grey foliage for background plantings (mirroring 
the human perception of the color of distant scenery) is often combined with fore-
ground treatments. The masterly use of rock placements signifying dry stream beds, 
shorelines, inlets and beaches, symbolic Buddhist trios and famous mountain peaks 
of China and Japan are also combined with more abstract compositions that suggest 
islands that take the form of turtles, cranes or boats. Navigation through a Japane-
se garden then is always a sensory feast given that plantings are never homogenous 
but purposely mix deciduous and evergreen varieties to emphasize seasonal cycles 
of colors, forms, smells and sounds. Paths are created as enticements to explore a 
garden, bending, curving and using the local topography to conceal vistas until the 
last moment. Added to this are the types of ground cover and the sounds of different 
materials underfoot as well as the numerous bridges of stone and wood that signify 
crossings not only of immediate landscape features of small streams, lakes or ravi-
nes, but equally as movements through time and other distant epochs. Thus mono 
aware is a central element in the concept of the Japanese garden in that the goal is 
to provide what Gunilla Lindberg-Wada describes as “the deeply moving impact on 
the sensitive, refined beholder of an aesthetically and emotionally moving scene or 
phenomenon.”4 This notion perhaps reaches a pinnacle with the dry landscape gar-
dens or kare-sansui of the Japanese Medieval period in which subtly and austerity are 
evident in the simplicity and emptiness of the garden. These gardens, though resistive 
towards specifically representing a natural scene, at the same time embody the aest-
hetics of nature through an abstract composition of natural materials and seemingly 
perfect geometries.
 

2  Livio Sacchi, Tokyo, City and Architecture (Torino: Skira Editore, 2004), 119.
3  Mikiso Hane, Modern Japan, A Historical Survey (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 
2001), 21. 
4  Gunilla Lindberg-Wada, “Japanese Literary History: The Beginnings,“ in Literary His-
tory: Towards a Global Perspective, Vol. 1: Notions of Literature across Times and Cultures 
(Berlin: Walter de Gruyter GmbH), 132.
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As highly influential and imaginative design spaces then, Japanese gardens have also 
been important catalysts for a diverse series of spatial art practices outside of land-
scape architecture. But it is perhaps due to the rapid increase of the construction of 
Japanese gardens outside of Japan since the Second World War5 that has increased 
their visibility globally, and thus provided a number of Western artists and desig-
ners in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries a glimpse into traditional Japanese 
aesthetics and Japanese attitudes towards landscape, nature and the relationship bet-
ween humans and their environment.6 As a spatial model or design exemplar then, 
the Japanese garden’s use of natural materials, site topography, controlled variations 
of texture and number, and expert manipulation of the viewer’s perceived presence, 
have led numerous explorations into the process of translating these qualities so as 
to similarly re-produce or curate multi-sensory experiences within a range of other 
media. These artistic explorations have been varied and range from the highly speci-
fic musical composition Ryoanji by American composer John Cage (of which I will 
discuss in depth in the following chapter) or the Koshino House by Tadao Ando,7 
to more general approaches and appropriations of Japanese gardening aesthetics by 
architect Yoshio Taniguchi,8 sculptor Isamu Noguchi,9 and landscape architect Mirei 
Shigemori.10 But to firstly trace the source of Japanese garden aesthetics via a more 
broad discussion of the influences from China and Buddhism on art and landscape 
gardening will provide a valuable context for understanding some of the techniques 
and aesthetic goals of Japanese garden design in all its forms and why these have been 
so valued and recognized by numerous contemporary artists and thinkers. 

Early Chinese Models

The introduction to the Japanese archipelago of the religion of Buddhism occurred 
during the Asuka period (537-621) and is marked by its adoption through the ru-
ling class, principally through the regent Prince Umayado (572-622) who was also 
known as Shotoku. This significant event was the initial impetus for the development 

5 Greg Missingham, “Japan 10±, China 1: A First Attempt at Explaining the Numerical 
Discrepancy between Japanese-style Gardens Outside Japan and Chinese-style Gardens 
Outside China,” Landscape Research 32 (2007): 117-146. 
6  Gintaras Stauskis, “Japanese Gardens outside of Japan: From the Export of Art to the 
Art of Export,” Town Planning and Architecture 35/3 (2011): 212-221.
7  Richard Weston, “Koshino House,” in Plans, Sections and Elevations (London: Lau-
rence King Publishing, 2004).
8  Yoshio Taniguchi, The Architecture of Yoshio Taniguchi (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 
1999).
9  Ana Maria Torres, Isamu Noguchi: A Study of Space (New York: The Monacelli Press, 
2000).
10  Christian Tschumi, Mirei Shigemori: Modernizing the Japanese Garden (Berkeley, CA: 
Stone Bridge Press, 2005).
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of a distinct series of ongoing interpretations of Buddhism that found manifestations 
through numerous works of Japanese art as well as through philosophical discourses 
and practices. From these initial beginnings, Buddhist art and other related creative 
practices in Japan eventually wrestled themselves from Chinese models to become 
a product of native Japanese aesthetics. Buddhism initially arrived in Japan via the 
Korean peninsula through the ruler of the State of Paekche, King Syöng Myöng. The 
Korean King sent manuscripts and images of the Buddha in 552 and advised the Ja-
panese Court to adopt the new religion that had already found itself transported from 
India, through China and Korea. Initial reception and dissemination of Buddhism 
in Japan was marred by factional disputes and rivalries with the already established 
religion of Shinto, though these difficulties were eventually overcome. The original 
documents from Syöng Myöng included zuzo, a form of iconographic depiction, that 
“by the twelfth century [. . .] were being classified by monks, which led to the standar-
dization of many images”11 such that the zuzo exerted a profound influence on later 
Japanese Buddhist art through painting, garden making and sculpture. It is notable 
that these first efforts to introduce and capture the imagination of Japanese society to 
the edicts of Buddhism were primarily through iconic imagery and art. Indeed Geor-
ge Sansom describes this first encounter with Buddhism as “remarkable that it was 
those beautiful things rather than to sermons or scriptures that the Japanese people 
owed their first direct knowledge of the culture which they were about to adopt.”12 
 Some of the first examples of new Buddhist art emerging in Japan are the 
lacquered panel paintings at the Tamamushi Shrine in Nara. These panels, known 
as jutaka, show a precedent for a style that would become popular in later years. The 
jutaka style of painting usually depicted one of the Buddha’s previous lives. The fine 
examples at the Tamamushi Shrine are an embodiment of the “sympathetic and sensi-
tive reception of cultural and technical ideas from earlier Continental [Chinese] Bud-
dhist art.”13 In fact, this first encounter with an influence outside the country’s border 
was assimilated with great speed: “tremendous cultural receptivity in the Asuka pe-
riod, therefore, may reflect a new Japanese sense of cultural inferiority in the face of 
an urbane, continental culture and a concomitant yearning for international parity.”14 
There is a strong indication then that early Japanese artisans were very conscious of 
taking such models and re-interpreting them to suit their tastes: “they did not com-
pletely detach themselves from T’ang [Chinese] Art, but rather took the decorative 
elements they had inherited and transformed them into subtle works displaying an 
elegance that conformed to the [contemporary Japanese] lifestyles and sensibilities.”15 

11  Miyeko Murase, Bridge of Dreams, The Mary Griggs Burke Collection of Japanese Art 
(New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000), 36.
12  George Sansom, A History of Japan to 1334 (Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle, 1963), 64. 
13  Sansom, A History of Japan, 74.
14  Christine M. E. Guth, Art, Tea, Industry, Masuda Takashi and the Mitsui Circle (Princ-
eton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 58.
15  Paul Varley, Japanese Culture, 4th ed. (Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 2000), 129. 
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Within Japanese garden design though, those landscapes created for the aristocracy 
of the Asuka period can only be surmised from archaeological evidence or from re-
ferences in the 720 Nihon shoki (Chronicles of Japan) given that none of the period’s 
gardens have survived through until modern times. But what is apparent from recon-
structions and the scant remaining evidence is that the first prototype of the Japane-
se garden was, much like that of other early Japanese plastic arts and ink paintings, 
based on Chinese T’ang dynasty models. To this end, the early Japanese garden proto-
type occupied a particularly large space compared with later styles. The gardens were 
connected to Palaces of nobility as well as temples within the estates of the court and 
were commonly populated with large lakes for boating parties as well as miniaturized 
hillsides, numerous islands, winding streams and rock arrangements in and around 
the water features. Many of the pleasure gardens also had numerous references to 
ocean landscapes such as beaches or estuaries and were commonly located at the sou-
thern courtyards of the estates. 
 But within the other plastic arts and painting, reactions towards early Chi-
nese artistic models were initially didactic. Gradually though, aesthetic responses be-
gan to curb in what was seen by the Japanese as the unemotional rigidity of Chinese 
art. Ninth century ash glazed pots from the Shosoin repository display contemporary 
Japanese artistic attitudes to Chinese models. At Shosoin, earthenware examples are 
usually well formed by the standard of contemporary T’ang canons, though they are 
glazed in a particularly non-Chinese fashion. Here, ash is left to fall naturally over the 
work, creating an uneven green glaze across the shoulders of the pots. Famous schools 
of ceramic production, particularly the kilns at Bizen, Shigaraki, and Iga, developed 
controlled chance effects by the variation in use of different clays and kiln tempera-
tures. At Iga, “rugged, asymmetrical flower vases and waste water containers [. . .] in 
which the warping or cracking that often occurred in the process of firing these hea-
vy-bodied vessels made them all the more desirable.”16 A craftsman in contemporary 
China might have seen such a work as unusable or disfigured, but the Japanese taste 
was one in which imperfections, and those creations attributed to the hand of chance, 
held the most unpredictable, and therefore greatest beauty. 
 Similarly, the textures of such wares were venerated for their rough, mut-
ed quality, their flaws not seen as such but more as characteristics of austerity. Paul 
Varley comments that: “aesthetically, this was a significant transition, because it re-
presented a reassertion of such basic values as naturalness and irregularity”17—two 
particular features of Japanese gardening aesthetics that become highly prized and 
firmly established by the beginning of the Nara Era (710-794). Thus, a new aesthetic 
emerged that was quickly accepted and internalized as a uniquely Japanese approach. 
In what Fokke Sierksma describes as the second phase in cultural acculturation, a 
shift begins in which a foreign influence is gradually re-interpreted such that:

16  Guth, Art, Tea, Industry, 56.
17  Varley, Japanese Culture, 129.
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“Objects and ideas are taken over from the strange culture, but derive their me-
aning from the context of the old culture within which they are now placed. Or 
again, indigenous elements of culture are given new meaning in the context of the 
strange new culture.”18  

Thus the ceramics that were created at this time at the kilns of Shigaraki, Iga, and 
Bizen were in stark contrast to the Chinese models of traditional proportion and ab-
solutism. These new modes of creation from Japanese artists “drew attention to them-
selves, not for their formal symmetry and decorative refinement, but rather for their 
irregular forms, softly textured surfaces, and surprising lightness.”19 These ceramic 
vessels provide early examples of how Japanese culture, after coming into contact with 
other societies, has absorbed influences and reinterpreted them according to their 
own aesthetic persuasions.  

Figure 1: Byōdō-in, Uji

By the close of the Fujiwara period (897-1185), the establishment of a Japanese style 
had become particularly evident in painting and in landscape gardening. A shift had 
occurred regarding Buddhist practices with a new movement called Pure Land Bud-
dhism. The temple and its gardens had begun to find a more central place within the 
aristocratic court. Whereas during the Asuka period the temple occupied a subsidiary 

18  Fokke Sierksma, Tibet’s Terrifying Deities (Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle, 1966), 90.
19  Joan Stanley-Barker, Japanese Art (London: Thames and Hudson, 1984), 76.
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or backdrop to the court, it had now become elevated to assume a more central part of 
the activities of the court as well as guiding the planning of the site and the integrati-
on of the architecture. Pure Land temple gardens represented a paradise that was said 
to lay to the west where Amida Buddha ruled. One surviving example of a Paradise 
Garden is located at Byōdō-in in Uji, near Kyoto (Figure 1). It was originally the villa 
of Fujiwara Michinaga, (966-1028) though his son was responsible in 1053 for the 
transformation of the villa into a temple that includes the still standing Phoenix Hall. 
Using the traditional style common in Chinese Song Dynasty temple architecture, 
though now aligned along an east-west axis, the hall faces a pond containing white 
stones that represent Mt. Horai (the home of the Eight Immortals of the Daoists’). The 
Hall is connected to the pond by a small bridge that symbolized the way to paradise. 
As a meditation and contemplation garden it represents an important prototype for 
future Japanese gardens in which Buddhist philosophy became an important concep-
tual tool for the design of the garden. 
 But these developments and shifts towards a new Japanese aesthetics were 
also apparent in contemporary painting techniques of the period:

“The growing apart of the two cultures [Japan and China] can be seen in a com-
parison of painting techniques. In Northern Song [CE 960-1126], the f lat, colorist 
tradition of T’ang painting was replaced by a linear modeling technique called 
cunfua, where depth and texture are defined in brush strokes rather than shading. 
This eventually gave way to an ink monochrome landscape tradition that was en-
thusiastically adopted by scholars and academy painters alike, spawning a host of 
competing schools. In Japan, however, the poetic colorist T’ang style was retained 
and its emotive potential was developed so far that eventually Yamamoto-e pain-
ting had little in common with either its Chinese contemporary style or its Tang 
sources”.20

The word Yamamoto-e, in fact, means “painting of Japan,” and its first understood 
examples can be seen in the murals at the Phoenix Hall at Byōdō-in. In these newly 
understood, purely domestically cultivated paintings, Buddhism (a common Chinese 
subject) was not necessarily an inspiration for a work. But in spite of the growing 
popularity of such secular works, the grip of Buddhism held firm, not only in works 
of art and landscape gardening, but in many other aspects of emergent individualistic 
Japanese culture, and was without rival for the next five hundred years.

20  Stanley-Barker, Japanese Art, 76.
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Influences of Zen

It was the monk Eisai, who taught in Kyoto as early as 1202, who pioneered the dis-
tinctly Japanese interpretation of Chinese Buddhism that came to be known as Zen. 
The spread of this new interpretation of Buddhist thought grew steadily for the next 
150 years as monasteries rapidly became established around the surrounding areas 
of Kyoto. The ruling families and the Shogun Takauji built Zen temples resulting in 
the doctrine of Zen coming into favor as a powerful aesthetic adaptation among the 
nobility. Within these temples grew Japanese arts and landscape gardens that were 
significantly distinct from past Chinese models. Indeed, as Seiroku Nouma notes, 
“in order to impress a rather broad and unsophisticated audience, Buddhist arts of 
the period had often stressed mechanical finesse and complexity in technique.”21 Zen 
Monks, particularly in the Kyoto area, sought to 

“counter the debasement of the arts by eliminating ostentatious technique and 
the confusion of excellence with complexity; they sought to develop highly per-
sonal, direct forms of expression rooted in the most profound levels of Buddhist 
thought.”22

These new forms of expression countered the established mediums through the use 
of sumi-e painting techniques and the gardening technique of kare-sansui. In sumi-
e painting, dark monochrome was favored over the indulgence of color (prevalent 
in Chinese contemporary art), and brush strokes relayed simple construction that 
sought to express more intimate and revealing emotional reactions. In fact, the re-
strictions placed on the monks became a direct catalyst for them to recreate, in an 
abstract method, the understanding they had of the essence of reality. In using sim-
plicity, the painters reflected the essence of Zen: that the eternal and incorruptible 
elements of reality are hidden beneath the complexities and chaos of the everyday 
world. They were able to transform “an ink painting tradition that had been transmit-
ted to Japan from China centuries before.”23 The artistic premise centered on “evoking 
images of the evanescence of life, the vanity of human passions and a longing for an 
idealized afterlife.”24 In expressing a slim form, in monochrome, and with the use of 
large free areas of ink that often spread random blots, the beauty is revealed through 
space and the untouched areas of the paper. These first paintings, in their rough and 
lively power, were similar to calligraphic contemporary Zen scrolls or bokuseki  (in-

21  Seiroku Nouma, The Arts of Japan; Ancient and Medieval (Tokyo: Kodansha Interna-
tional, 1966), 226. 
22  Nouma, The Arts of Japan, 226.
23 Toshie Kihara, “The Search for Profound Delicacy: The Art of Kano Tan’yu,” in The 
Arts of Japan: An International Symposium, ed. Miyeko Murase and Judith G. Smith (New 
York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000), 83.
24 Rupert Faulkner, Masterpieces of Japanese Prints (Tokyo: Kodansha International, 
1991), 11.
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structional phrases or exhortations which were also sharp deviations from contem-
porary calligraphic practice). Simplicity and naturalness were key aspects to this art 
inspired by the Zen monks, characteristics that would permeate Japanese cultural and 
aesthetics predilections for centuries to come. 
 But notions regarding Zen and its philosophy towards the world also found 
an increasing influence in the design of a new garden prototype the kare-sansui. Li-
terally meaning “withered mountain-water” the term first appeared in the mid ele-
venth century gardening treatise Sakutei-ki (Records of Garden making)25 attributed 
to Tachibana no Toshitsuna (1028–1094). Initially the term referred to the inclusion 
of small rock groupings typical in Heian (794-1185) pond gardens, though by the be-
ginning of the Muromachi (1336-1573) it had acquired a new meaning that strongly 
associated Zen ideals regarding emptiness and the void. As a dry landscape, yet more 
often than not signifying water, a kare-sansui is typically contained within a small 
space that is enclosed where a bed of white gravel is articulated with the placement 
of various rocks. Few trees or shrubs are present, if at all, with the use of moss, earth 
and the texture and shape of the feature rocks the main focal point of the garden. 

Figure 2: The Muromachi period kare-sansui at Nanzen-ji, Kyoto

25  Jiro Takei and Marc P. Keane, Sakuteiki Visions of the Japanese Garden: A Modern 
Translation of Japan's Gardening Classic (Boston, Massachusetts: Tuttle Publishing, 2001). 
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They are then a radical departure from the Heian and Asuka paradise gardens of 
boating parties and the sumptuous suggestions of a mystical western land of Aimida 
Buddha. Reduced in scale and heightened in their austerity, they are inward looking, 
the white raked gravel bed suggesting a blank canvass while the solitary rocks dra-
wing associations to mountaintops peaking through low clouds or islands rising from 
a serene sea. Indeed, the bed of gravel that literally grounds the composition of a 
kare-sansui is often raked into patterns that suggest waves or the movement of water. 
Rather than exploring the gardens through boating or walking though, the kare-san-
sui must be viewed from a seated position and often on a raised veranda from the hōjō 
or living quarters of the temple or monastery. The proliferation of dry gardens within 
Zen temples and monasteries of the time also suggests the shift away from the purpose 
of the Japanese garden from providing a space for aristocratic indulgence towards 
providing insights into the nature of Zen and its philosophy regarding awakening. As 
Thomas Hoover notes, the kare-sansui: 

“Condensed the universe into a single span, and were primarily, if not wholly mo-
nochromatic. More importantly, they were intended exclusively for meditation. 
Whereas earlier landscape gardens had always striven for a quality of scenic beau-
ty, these small temple gardens were meant to be a training ground for the spirit, a 
device wherein the contemplative mind might reach out and touch the essence of 
Zen.”26

In this regard, what such gardens offered was an embodiment of the fundamental 
nature of Zen to present a “strong focus on the particular and the concrete aspects of 
ordinary experience as the site for the recognition of the persuasive presence of ulti-
mate reality and of pervasive experience of enlightenment.”27 Similarly, there is a great 
concern with the illusory and empty nature of reality, which seems duly reflected in 
the design of the kare-sansui. Thus the austerity and simplicity of the dry landscape, 
devoid of opulence and outward grandeur places the onus on the viewer to interpret 
reality. If reality has become only an illusion, then to seek out the truth is to eliminate 
the superficial and look within in much the same way in which the visitor is confron-
ted with the emptiness that seems to almost frame the rocks of a kare-sansui. This 
particular ideal is also evident in the closely related role that landscape painting and 
landscape gardening shared. In the developed works of Muromachi painter and gar-
den maker Sesshū Tōyō (1420-1506) and the later works of seventeenth century pain-
ter Kanō Tan’yū (1602-1674), a very distinct form of ink painting arose that conveyed 
a Zen sensibility that could equally describe the approach to designing kare-sansui.28 

26  Thomas Hoover, Zen Culture (London: Arkana, 1977), 102.
27  Joseph D. Parker, Zen Buddhist Landscape Arts of Early Muromachi Japan (1336-1573) 
(New York: State University of New York Press, 1999), 112.  
28  Peter C. Swan, A Concise History of Japanese Art (Tokyo: Kodansha International, 
1979), 44. 
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Figure 3: Mampuki-ji Teien, Masuda (attributed to Sesshu Tōyō) 

During the Muromachi period, it was understood from the Chinese Masters that in 
ink painting, space was governed and appropriately constructed using a systematic 
division of the medium (paper/canvas). Objects that appear in the foreground of a 
painting are larger in size and darker in the quality of the ink than those represented 
in the background. In the hands of Sesshū and then later Tan’yū, the representation 
of space is particularly dramatic and highly unconventional; they clearly intended to 
create a sense of vastness within their landscapes. Indeed Sesshū is widely recognized 
as “responsible for developing stylistic innovations that became an important model 
for [later] sixteenth-century painters.”29 
 A striking contrast to paintings of contemporary Chinese artists can be seen 
in the way that Tan’yū and Sesshū use large sections of open or empty space. These 
spaces may first be understood as clouds or fog: open structures and trees seem to 
poke out from the dense haze. Further consideration though shows that these large 
open spaces are the truth within the work. By this I mean that they represent only the 
illusion of reality, appearing to punctuate and help direct the real point of the work. 
They are, as Joseph Parker argues, a function of Buddhist thought and its conceptions 
about the relationship between humans and nature:

29  Michel-André Bossy, Thomas Brothers and John C. McEnroe, Artists, Writers and 
Musicians (Westport: Oryx Press, 2001), 167.
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Figure 4: Sesshu Tōyō, Haboku-Sansui (1495)
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“As a world of changing seasons and trickling streams, the natural world well 
represented to them the ever-transforming, unreliable, and even paradoxical or 
dream-like nature of sentient existence in the Buddhist view.“30

Tan’yū’s landscapes, much like the aesthetics of the kare-sansui “express two con-
flicting visions, namely the illusion of deep and wide spaces created by the rules of 
pictorial recession versus the unpainted areas, which permeate and penetrate separate 
parts of the painting and transform them into undefined surfaces.”31 These undefined 
surfaces must be realized by the viewer, and viewed individually; “the viewer is left 
to read the unpainted motifs and decide what the unpainted area represents.”32 Ink 
painting, like the dry landscape gardens of the Muromachi, sought to deliberately 
court “ambiguity,  leaving empty spaces in their compositions for readers or specta-
tors to fill in according to their intuit understanding of the ultimate meaning.”33 This 
is particularly evident in Sesshu’s landscape painting Haboku-Sansui (Figure 4) in 
which all the elements of the painting are only suggestions for the viewer, not concrete 
representations. As Toshihiko Izutsu notes: “The whole landscape consists of indis-
tinct forms, varying ink tones, vapors and the surrounding emptiness. In immense 
distances of the background, beyond veils of mist, craggy pillars of mountains looms 
against the sky, vague and obscure, like phantoms.”34  

Later Developments

By the beginning of the Edo period (1615-1867) in Japan, the rise of the Shoguna-
te brought not only political stability, but also severe restrictions on overseas travel 
for citizens. But the traditional cultural and arts capital of Japan remained in Kyoto, 
where the Emperor was heavily subsidized by the Shogunate to construct numerous 
new gardens. As a consequence the Edo saw the rise of the niwashi or the professional 
garden maker who would eventually replace the role of the traditional designers and 
makers of gardens, Zen priests or monks.35 But Zen Buddhist thought still remained 
a strong influence on the developments of arts and landscape design, though during 
the Edo, a new interest in Chinese Confucism arose. Though the Edo period is marked 

30  Parker, Zen Buddhist Landscape Arts, 207.
31 Toshie Kihara, “The Search for Profound Delicacy: The Art of Kano Tan’yū,” in The 
Arts of Japan: An International Symposium, ed. Miyeko Murase and Judith G. Smith (New 
York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000), 63.
32 Kihara, “The Search for Profound Delicacy,” 98. 
33 William Theodore de Barry, Sources of Japanese Tradition. (New York: Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 2001), 365.
34   Toshihiko Izutsu, “Tokyo-Montreal: The Elimination of Color in Far-Eastern Art and 
Philosophy” in The Realms of Color, ed. Adolf Portmann and Rudolf Ritsema (Dallas: 
Spring Publications, 1974), 438.
35  Jiro Harada, Gardens of Japan (New York: Routledge, 2009), 6.
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by the closing of the borders of the country to the outside world and a voluntary aver-
sion to foreign influences, Zen monks at the end of the Muromachi era had alrea-
dy brought back from China texts of the philosopher Chu Hsi (1130-1200). In what 
Günter Nitschke describes as a particularly important influence on garden making, 
Hsi’s “neo-Confucianism [was] chiefly the type offering a particular blend of Taoist 
mysticism and Buddhist metaphysics.”36

Figure 5: The Edo period garden at Ninna-ji, Kyoto

Many of the gardens of the Edo period thus moved away from the model of the small, 
self-contained kare-sansui dry landscapes that are viewed from a single seated posi-
tion and attached to a temple, instead re-embracing the early prototype of the large 
pond garden. But the primary difference between the Edo stroll garden and earlier 
paradise or pleasure gardens is that Edo gardens tended to be much larger. This was 
due to the undeveloped nature of the areas such as Edo (modern-day Tokyo) where 
the daimyo (feudal lords subordinate to the Shoguns) had been assigned estates. But as 
David and Michiko Young note, these new large stroll gardens also combined traditi-
onal techniques in innovative ways to generate a new garden prototype: 

“One technique (shin-gyō-sō) involves moving from a formal entrance through 
semiformal features to an informal interior. A second technique, miegakure (hide-

36  Günter Nitschke, Japanese Gardens, right angle and natural form (Köln: Tachen, 1999), 
117.
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and-reveal), uses hedges, structures and other objects to block long range views 
and provide an ever-changing vista as one turns a corner or crosses a bridge. A 
third technique, shakkei (borrowed scenery), involves incorporating a distant hill, 
mountain or pagoda into the garden view.”37

Figure 6: The Edo period garden of Kenrokuen, Kanazawa

37  David Young and Michiko Young, The Art of the Japanese Garden (Tokyo: Tuttle Pub-
lishing, 2005), 124.
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In addition to using the techniques of shakkei and miegakure, Edo stroll gardens were 
often also comprised of a series of meisho, or “famous views,” that can be considered 
as fulfilling the role of a type of postcard of the era. As such, famous domestic or 
Chinese natural landscapes, like Mount Fuji or Mount Horai, or scenes from Taoist or 
Buddhist legends, or even landscapes illustrating famous poems were often represen-
ted.38 As Lorraine Kuck notes, the Edo period was: 

“The period of the ‘Eight Views,’ a concept originally derived from China [. . .] 
Copying this, eight famous poetic views had been listed of Lake Biwa, the large 
body of water near Kyoto, and it became the fashion to find these eight views, or 
others, in the garden.”39    

Thus unlike the Muromachi kare-sansui, the Edo stroll garden was designed to por-
tray nature as it appeared. Rather than attempting to abstract rocks or topography 
into purely aesthetic or sculptural forms, Edo garden designers intended to be literal 
at all times. But this did not mean a complete abandonment of the dry landscape. 
Instead, gardens of this era sought to combine dry and wet, Yin and Yang in a way 
that harmonized and combined the techniques so as to provide realistic transitions 
and scenery. Through the experimentation of Kobori Enshu (1579-1647), the deve-
lopment of techniques for incorporating o-karikomi, or aesthetically trimmed shrubs 
and small bushes, reached a pinnacle such that this new form of topiary played a 
central role in complementing particular scenes within the garden. Exquisitely trim-
med shrubs were used to suggest clouds or mountains or as complementary forms 
to signifying Buddhist rock trios, or the heavily referenced crane or turtle islands. 
But other kare-sansui style gardening techniques also became incorporated in the 
larger Edo gardens. In contrast though to the Heian and Asuka pond and island gar-
dens, the Edo garden focused heavily on the use of rocks, particularly in the design 
of pond shorelines, beaches, ravines and islands. Though these rocks settings used 
significantly larger rocks (often representing status symbols of their owners), their use 
within group compositions was often simpler than in earlier times. This was to better 
aid a view of the garden from higher up than that experienced by visitors traversing 
through the garden by foot. As Nitschke notes “perhaps it was the view from the top 
of the new fortified palaces that inspired the Japanese to approach their gardens from 
a bird’s-eyes perspective.”40

 Perhaps the three key aesthetic ideals of the Japanese garden that began in 
the Momoyama era (1568-1600) and fed through to the late Edo and later Meiji pe-
riod (1868-1912), that of wabi, suki, and sakui, can best describe the subtle change in 

38  Phillip Pregil and Nancy Volkman, “Landscapes of the Rising Sun: Design and Plan-
ning in Japan,“ in Landscapes in History: Design and Planning in the Eastern and Western 
Traditions (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1999), 363.
39  Lorraine Kuck, The World of the Japanese Garden (New York: Weatherhill, 1968), 243.
40 Nitschke, Japanese Gardens, 118.
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attitudes towards garden design and the function of the garden. Wabi, which Miye-
ko Murase describes as a “sober refinement and calm,”41 is most associated with the 
tea ceremony (chanoyu) and the small gardens, or roji, that were situated next to the 
tea house (chashitzu). The first great tea master Sen no Rikyū (1522-1591) introduced 
the strict guidelines for the design of the roji such that it should emanate complete 
restraint. The extremely plain and simple chanoyu was to mimic a hermit’s hidden 
mountain hut—a small wooden structure with a thatched roof. The garden followed 
the notion of wabi in that there is an ordinary quality to its simplicity though they 
were constantly watered and damp to bring vibrancy to the greenery of the moss and 
shrubs. Flowering plants and highly contrastive colors were avoided so as to not dis-
tract visitors.

Figure 7: The Taishō garden Kyu Furukawa Teien, Tokyo

In concert with the aesthetic ideal of wabi which Haga Kōshirō describes as finding 
the deeper beauty “in the blemished [rather] than in the unblemished,”42 is suki which 
represents connoisseurship and sakui which refers to personal creativity.43 Thus the 
tea garden became a model of contemporary attitudes towards presenting the ordi-

41   Miyeko Murase, L'Art du Japon (Paris: La Pochothéque, 1996).
42  Haga Kōshirō, “The Wabi Aesthetic through the Ages,” trans. Martin Collcuttin, in 
Tea in Japan: Essays on the History of Chanoyu, eds. Paul Varley and Kumakura Isao (Ho-
nolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1989), 198.
43  Marc Peter Keane, Japanese garden design (Tokyo: Tuttle Co., Inc., 1996), 76.
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nary and even the artless as a means to withdraw from the extravagance of the world 
and to present a new space of austerity while at the same time allowing for small 
touches of individual taste from the garden designer (who was also a tea master). But 
by using elements common to previous garden prototypes such as sawatari (stepping 
stones) in combination with rustic looking stone lanterns, the atmosphere of the roji 
is presented as a means to aesthetically engage the visitor who was inevitably on their 
way to the tea ceremony. Thus the function of the roji changed significantly from a 
self-referential garden of previous eras and prototypes to a transitional and functional 
space whose main goal was in aiding in the construction of a suitable atmospherics of 
subtlety and of wabi that would accompany the simplicity and austerity of chanoyu.
 But by the beginning of the Taishō era (1912-1926) a large number of his-
toric gardens of the Edo and Momoyama eras had run into such disrepair through 
neglect and abandonment that many were designated for restoration so as to convert 
them into public parks. In an effort to continue the opening up and modernizing of 
Japan after the Meiji restoration of 1854, government officials employed foreign trai-
ned architects such as Josiah Conder and Wilhelm Böckmann (as oyatoi gaikokujin 
or foreign advisors) with the task of the restoration of these sites and the widespread 
incorporation of Western style architectural building projects within Japan. This 
sudden heightened influence though also caused what Marc Treib and Ron Herman 
suggests as “strange concoctions of Western forms and Japanese building techniques 
normally used for castles and storehouses to spring up in the foreigners’ residential 
districts.”44 But new approaches to garden design were also initiated. The interface 
between Western gardening techniques and traditional Japanese garden aesthetics 
produced a number of mixed approaches to garden management and restoration. But 
such a synthesis between Western and Japanese ideals regarding nature and the gar-
den also produced in the Taishō era a rise in the number of private gardens designed 
and built, marking a throwback to early Heian models of gardens located within a 
residence rather than attached to a temple. But instead of also drawing on the Heian 
concept of the role of the paradise garden, the Taishō garden followed on from the 
Edo and Meiji notion of presenting nature as it appeared, though in a much stricter 
fashion. As Nitschke notes:

“Gardens were now expected to be truthful copies of nature in its ‘real’ form. They 
were no longer ‘nature as art,’ nature designed and molded by human hands, but 
simply a part of nature made by nature. The selective, reductive, abstractive hand 
of the designer was to remain hidden so that the garden might appear a perfect 
icon of nature.”45

The influence of the West regarding naturalism was a trend not only in introduced 
into Japanese gardening but similarly found traction within contemporary art practi-

44  Marc Treib, A Guide to the Gardens of Kyoto (New York: Kodansha, 2003), 33.
45  Nitschke, Japanese Gardens, 210.
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ces such as in the work of printmaker Kobayashi Kiyochika (1847-1915) and the pain-
ters Mori Ogai (1862-1922) and Natsume Soseki (1867-1916) who had both studied 
in the West. But with the loosening of the traditional ties of landscape gardening 
in Japan to the historical codification of all elements of a garden—from its topogra-
phic manipulations, rock formations and architectonic features, etc.—the influence 
of Western norms of gardening found numerous additions to traditional garden de-
sign including the use of flat grassy lawns and a greater variety of exotic plant and 
tree species. This loosening though was also accompanied by a sharp increase in the 
publishing of garden manuals, many of them written by layman or amateurs, such 
that there was a sharp decrease since at least the Edo period of relevant scholarship 
and research in and around Japanese garden aesthetics and the techniques of garden 
design and making.

* * *

What I have sought to present in this first chapter is an introduction to some of the 
core elements and historical events and influences that have shaped the progression 
of the Japanese garden from its early Chinese adaptations of the Heian period to its 
later independence and further evolution into and beyond the Meiji era. As I previ-
ously mentioned, the Japanese garden has not only been a model for contemporary 
designers such as landscape architect Mirei Shigemori’s numerous temple gardens 
or the Koshino House by architect Tadao Ando, but my own creative works of which 
I will be exploring in detail throughout this book. This introduction has specifically 
focused on garden aesthetics and spatial characteristics common in gardens up to the 
Taishō era as a means to provide a background for later investigations in this book 
that deal with specific gardens from those periods, in particular the Muromachi dry 
landscapes of Sesshutei and Ryōan-ji, Edo era Koishikawa Korakuen and Taishō gar-
den Kyu Furukawa Teien. But as a means to access this body of creative work, I will 
in the next chapter examine the musical composition Ryoanji by American composer, 
thinker and iconoclast John Cage (1912-1992). I position Cage’s work in translating 
the Muromachi-era kare-sansui garden at the temple Ryōan-ji in Kyoto as an impor-
tant precedent for my own investigations into the Japanese garden as a spatial model. 
By examining not only the method by which Cage produces his musical score, but 
also the aesthetics of the dry garden and indeed Cage’s understanding and reading of 
the qualities of the space, enables a clearer picture to emerge of what techniques and 
approaches are required to usurp the spatial proclivities and multi-sensory encoun-
ters afforded visitors to a Japanese garden. To examine Cage’s work as a paradigm 
then gives a clear central theme to the larger aim of this book which is to explore, do-
cument, analyze, and via artistic and creative endeavors, to think through the Japanese 
garden in order to understand both its physical and metaphysical dimensions. 




